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Abstract: The impact of urban air pollution on human health has become an important problem, and the estimation of
the amount of pollutants to which people are exposed is a major chanllenge. Usually, population exposure is only
related to outdoor pollutant concentration, however people spend the most time inside buildings. In this context, the
objective of this contribution is to relate the outdoor pollutant concentration at pedestrian level with the concentration
inside a standard building. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations of pollutant dispersion are performed
in an array of buildings where the interior of the central building (target building) is also simulated. Traffic-related
pollutant are considered and several configurations of open/closed windows under different wind directions are
modelled. The relationship between indoor concentration in each room and the spatially-averaged pollutant
concentration in the street at pedestrian level is investigated. The results show a large variability of indoor
concentrations depending on the configuration of open/closed windows, the floor of the room and the room location
and the incidence angle of wind. In general, indoor concentration decreases with floor and indoor concentration is
lower than average concentration in the street. However, for some conditions in the first-floor rooms indoor
concentration is higher than the spatially-averaged concentration in the street at pedestrian level. Taking the average
over all cases the indoor-outdoor concentration ratio is 0.6±0.2.
Key words: Building in urban environment, Computational fluid dynamics (CFD), Indoor/outdoor concentration,
Traffic-related pollutants, Ventilation through open windows

INTRODUCTION
Urban air quality is an important problem because most people live in cities and high levels of pollution,
mainly due to traffic emissions, are recorded. The interaction between atmosphere and urban obstacles
induce complex flow patterns and, linked with traffic emissions, distributions of pollutants with strong
gradients of concentrations are found in the streets. To estimate this spatial variability of pollutants (NOx
and particulate matter) in urban environments, CFD modelling has been widely used (Di Sabatino et al.,
2013; Sanchez et al., 2017; Borge et al., 2018; Santiago et al., 2017a, 2017b, 2020) and recently, it has
been also employed to assess the population exposure at high spatial resolution (Rivas et al., 2019;
Santiago et al., 2021).
However, as people spend the most time inside buildings (Lai et al., 2004), not only concentration in the
streets is needed but also the indoor concentration. Hence the outdoor-indoor pollutant exchange should
be accounted for addressing this issue. In this context, the main objective of the paper is to relate outdoor
pollutant concentration, potentially breathed by pedestrian, with indoor traffic-related pollutant
concentration in different rooms of an standard building. To achieve this aim, Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) simulations that cover not only the urban environment around the buildings, but also the
interior of a standard building (target building), structured in realistic rooms at different floors, are
performed. Scenarios with several arrangements of open/closed windows are modelled for different wind
directions.

DESCRIPTION OF SCENARIOS AND SIMULATION SET-UP
The urban geometry investigated is an array of 7 x 7 buildings. The height of buildings is 35 m (10 floors)
and the width of the streets is 35 m. The traffic emissions are distributed along the street. This
configuration is representative of an urban environmet composed by high buildings located in avenues
(Figure 1). The interior of the central building (target building) is modelled assuming 4 indoor rooms at
each floor with several windows (Figure 1). The percentage of wall surface occupied by windows is 30%
(average value for the Madrid buildings). Four different scenarios of open/closed windows are simulated
(see Figure 1):
Configuration 1) All the windows closed (Closed)
Configuration 2) All the windows open (100Open)
Configuration 3) Only windows of the X-facade open (50OpenX)
Configuration 4) Only windows of the Y-facade open (50OpenY)
These configurations are simulated for two wind directions:
1) Perpendicular to building (0º).
2) Incidence wind angle of 45º.

Figure 1. Configuration of buildings studied and details about the target building with windows. Open windows are
coloured in yellow and traffic emissions are coloured in red.

The CFD model used (STAR-CCM+) was based on Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations
with realizable k-ε turbulent model. Dispersion of a non-rective pollutant was performed by means of a
transport equation and the traffic emissions was distributed along the streets considerring two roads of 3
lanes (in red in Figure 1). Model domain cover not only urban environment around the buildings, but also
the interior of the target building. The dimensions of the domain was established according to the best
practice guideline of COST Action 732 (Franke et al., 2007; Di Sabatino e al., 2011). The domain is
discretized by means of a mesh of 12.3 x 106 cells with refinements of around 0.5 m close to the obstacles
and emissions. A grid sensitivity test was performed and this mesh was considered appropriate. Two wind
directions was simulated (0º and 45º) and neutral inlet vertical profiles of wind speed, turbulent kinetic
energy and ε are used (Richards and Hoxey, 1993; Santiago et al., 2017b).
RESULTS
Concentration is normalized by using the friction velocity of the inlet wind profile (u*), the emission area
(Aem) and the source emission rate (Q) as follows: Cnorm=(C*u**Aem)/Q. Cnorm at pedestrian level (3m)
in the street is spatially-averaged (Cout) and compared with concentration inside each room (Croom).

Figure 2. Ratio between the average concentration at different rooms (Croom) and the spatially-averaged
concentration at pedestrian level in the street (Cout) for both wind directions and different arrangements of
open/closed windows.

Figure 3. Normalized concentration Cnorm around and inside the target building at 3m height for different
configurations of open/closed windows and for a wind direction of 0º. Arrow indicates wind direction above roof
level.

Figure 4. Normalized concentration around and inside the target building at 3m height for different configurations of
open/closed windows and for a wind direction of 45º. Arrow indicates wind direction above roof level.

In general, Croom/Cout decreases with height, however indoor concentrations also depends on the room
location, the incidence wind angle and the arrangement of open/closed windows (Figure 2). Lower
concentrations are found in rooms located at windward facades. Taking the average over all cases,
Croom/Cout is 0.6±0.2. It is noteworthy that Croom/Cout > 1 is found for some rooms of the first floor
for 45º wind direction (e.g. Room D for the three configurations of open windows or Room C for
50OpenX) (Figure 2). This is due to the rooms receive pollutants from outdoor through the open
windows, so indoor concentration depends on flow through open windows and concentration close to
them. Therefore, the highest indoor concentrations are obtained where high concentration is found in at
least one façade of the room and the configuration of open windows induces that air flow enters the room
from highly-polluted façades. In the rooms of the first floor for 0º (Figure 3), Croom/Cout is always lower
than 1 since the concentration close to the facade is not large. In these cases higher indoor concentration
is found when windows of Y-facade are opened. For 45º, the highest indoor concentration is obtained in
Room D of the first floor (located at leeward of the building) since high-pollution levels are found in both
façades of the room. In Room C, the maximum of concentration is obtained for 50OpenX scenario since
high concentration is located in X-façade and, for this scenario, outdoor pollutant enters through the
windows of this façade.
CONCLUSIONS
This research is focused to improve the estimation of the concentration people are exposed to. One of the
novelties is the realistic modelling approach by means of CFD simulations that cover the whole urban
environment and the interior of a standard building of apartments. The spatially-averaged concentration
of traffic-related pollutant at pedestrian level in the street is related to concentration inside different rooms
of a building. The relationship between indoor and outdoor concentrations depends on the floor and room
location at each floor and the wind direction and the configuration of open/closed windows. In general,
detailed and specific studies are needed. Ventilation patterns for a given building configuration may

substantially change indoor exposure for the same outdoor pollution level. We can conclude that indoor
air quality is important for the assement of total exposure and this research contributes to a more
comprehensive knowledge to the methodologies for the assessment of the total population exposure.
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